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If we allow ourselves the license of talking about genes as

if they had conscious aims, always reassuring ourselves that

we could translate our sloppy language back into respect-

able terms if we wanted to, we can ask the question, what is

a single selfish gene trying to do? Dawkins (1976, p. 88)

Introduction

The cardinal problem of biology is to explain the process

and purpose of adaptation, i.e. the apparent design of the

living world (Paley, 1802; Williams, 1966; Leigh, 1971;

Gardner, 2009). The conventional view of adaptation is

that this is a property of individual organisms, that owes

to the action of natural selection, and that functions

to maximize the organism’s (inclusive) fitness (Darwin,

1859; Hamilton, 1963, 1964, 1970; Grafen, 2002, 2006a).

This paradigm underlies an enormously successful body

of research within the biological sciences, from func-

tional anatomy to behavioural ecology.

Alternative views of adaptation have also been advo-

cated. Most prominent is the ‘selfish gene’ view of

Dawkins (1976, 1978, 1982; see also Hamilton, 1972),

which claims that adaptation is properly located at the

level of the gene, and which regards the unity of the

individual organism as an illusion, stemming from a

transient alliance between otherwise-warring genes. This

idea has received enormous popular attention, but it

has enjoyed only limited uptake in the primary research

literature. Although it is intended to apply to all genes,

very often it has dislodged the organism-centred view

only where the integrity of the organism has been

breached by Mendelian outlawry or genomic imprinting

(reviewed by Burt & Trivers, 2006). Moreover, in some

quarters, the gene’s eye view has suffered heavy and

sustained criticism from its conception (Langley, 1977;

Lewontin, 1977; Stent, 1977; Wade, 1978; Bateson,

1978, 2006; Midgley, 1979; Daly, 1980; Sober & Lewon-

tin, 1982; Mayr, 1983; Hampe & Morgan, 1988; Williams,

1992; Dover, 2000; Hull, 2001; Lloyd, 2001, 2005; Gould,

2002; Charlesworth, 2006; Okasha, 2006 Ch. 5; Godfrey-

Smith, 2009; Noble, 2011). Whereas some of these critics

defend an organism-centred approach to adaptation,
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Abstract

Adaptation is conventionally regarded as occurring at the level of the

individual organism. In contrast, the theory of the selfish gene proposes that

it is more correct to view adaptation as occurring at the level of the gene. This

view has received much popular attention, yet has enjoyed only limited

uptake in the primary research literature. Indeed, the idea of ascribing goals

and strategies to genes has been highly controversial. Here, we develop a

formal theory of the selfish gene, using optimization theory to capture the

analogy of ‘gene as fitness-maximizing agent’ in mathematical terms. We

provide formal justification for this view of adaptation by deriving mathe-

matical correspondences that translate the optimization formalism into

dynamical population genetics. We show that in the context of social

interactions between genes, it is the gene’s inclusive fitness that provides

the appropriate maximand. Hence, genic selection can drive the evolution of

altruistic genes. Finally, we use the formalism to assess the various criticisms

that have been levelled at the theory of the selfish gene, dispelling some and

strengthening others.
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others are not concerned with questions of adaptation

at all. Table 1 provides a catalogue of the substantive

criticisms, which are discussed and developed later in this

article.

A major obstacle to the acceptance of the gene’s eye

view is the lack of formal theory on this topic. The gold

standard for evolutionary theory is dynamical analysis of

the genetics of populations. In contrast, the verbal theory

of the selfish gene is framed in terms of the gene’s

apparent desires and conflicts of interest. Such inten-

tional language is anathema to many population genet-

icists, and it has been suggested that formal theory must

expunge the notion of purpose altogether (Daly, 1980;

Charlesworth, 2006; Godfrey-Smith, 2009). However,

to do this would be to reject the entire basis of the gene’s

eye view of adaptation.

In this article, we take an alternative route, by

formalizing the theory of the selfish gene in the manner

of Grafen’s (2002, 2006a, 2007, 2009; see also Gardner

& Grafen, 2009) ‘formal Darwinism’ project. This project

draws upon the earlier use of optimization thinking in

behavioural ecology (Maynard Smith, 1982 Ch. 1, 1987;

Charlesworth, 1990; Parker & Maynard Smith, 1990), by

expressing ideas of intention and purpose in the formal

language of optimization theory. Here, we use optimiza-

tion theory to develop a ‘gene as fitness-maximizing

agent’ analogy. We relate this analogy to a dynamical

model of genic selection, deriving mathematical corre-

spondences that demonstrate how to translate between

optimization (purpose) and dynamical (process) state-

ments. We show that the selfish-gene analogy holds in

models with no social interaction between genes. When

social interaction is permitted (i.e. when genes impact

on each others’ fitness), we show that the appropriate

maximand for the gene is its inclusive fitness, and hence,

genic selection may favour altruistic genes. By forcing us

to be explicit about assumptions, our formalism finally

allows us to assess the various criticisms that have been

levelled at the theory of selfish genes.

A formal theory of the selfish gene

Population genetics

The proper basis of evolutionary biology is population

genetics, so any formal theory of selfish genes must make

reference to the genetics of populations. Here, we develop

the dynamical aspects of the theory using standard

population genetic principles and assumptions. We

assume a very large, but finite, population of gene

positions. These are places where physical portions of

genetic material – hereafter, ‘genes’ – occur. For example,

Table 1 A catalogue of substantive criticisms of the selfish-gene concept. Note that we neglect many easily rebutted criticisms of the

‘gene’s eye view’, e.g. those concerning supposed ‘genetic determinism’ or denial of human agency, that were prominent in early reviews of

The Selfish Gene (Dawkins, 1976), but are not relevant to assessing a gene-centred view of adaptation (Dawkins, 1976, 1982, Langley, 1977;

Lewontin 1977; Midgley, 1979, 1983; Stent, 1977).

No. Difficulty References Comments

1 Genes do not have intentions Langley, 1977; Stent, 1977; Midgley, 1979,

1983; Daly, 1980; Charlesworth, 2006

The selfish gene is an analogy, which concerns only one

component of the evolutionary dynamics. These

correspondences explain the presence of adaptation, or

apparent design in nature, but do not imply that optimality

will obtain

2 Who is the gene? Stent, 1977; Daly, 1980; Williams, 1992; Hull,

2001; Lloyd, 2001, 2005; Bateson, 2006

The scrap of nucleic acid residing at a gene position can be

usefully attributed with agency. The allele (i.e. the type rather

than the token), whilst a ‘beneficiary’ of the evolutionary

process, cannot be considered an intentional agent

3 Genes do not always behave

selfishly

Burt & Trivers, 2006; West et al., in press With social interactions, genes act to maximize their

inclusive fitness. Selection can therefore lead to

altruistic and spiteful genes. Genes play a fundamental role

in theories of adaptation, but this does not imply that they

will behave selfishly

4 Nonadditive gene interactions

render the gene’s

eye view useless

Langley, 1977; Sober & Lewontin, 1982; Mayr,

1983; Dover, 2000 Gould, 2002;

Okasha, 2006

The action of selection – at any level – is a function of

additive effects only. Genes act to maximize inclusive

fitness, defined as a function of additive effects; this does

not require that nonadditive effects are absent or

unimportant to the evolutionary outcome

5 Phenotypes may be determined

by multiple genes interacting

with the environment in a

complex way

Langley, 1977; Lewontin, 1977; Bateson, 1978,

2006; Daly, 1980; Mayr, 1983; Dover, 2000;

Gould, 2002; Noble, 2011

Adaptive phenotypes must be characters that are under the

sole control of the putative agent. This places severe limits

upon what can be considered a gene-level adaptation

6 Selfish-gene theory obscures the

causes of evolution

Sober & Lewontin, 1982; Dover, 2000; Gould,

2002; Lloyd, 2005; Okasha, 2006

The theory of selfish genes swaps proximate (mechanism)

causes for ultimate (purpose) causes

2 A. GARDNER AND J. J. WELCH
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if we consider two individuals, each containing three

diploid cells with four loci per haploid genome, we have

2 · 3 · 2 · 4 = 48 gene positions. For simplicity, we

assume that all gene positions are equivalent (genes do

not belong to separate ‘classes’; Grafen, 2006b) and that

each is occupied by a single gene. Put another way, there

are no intrinsic differences between gene positions, aside

from the alleles that occupy them. We assume that only a

finite number of allelic variants are possible. We assume

discrete (although potentially overlapping) generations

and also that the number of gene positions remains fixed

at N. We assign every gene position (and hence also its

occupant gene) in a focal generation a unique index i 2 I,

and for the purpose of computing population statistics,

we give every gene position an equal weighting 1 ⁄ N.

Thus, for any quantity x that varies across genes positions,

the arithmetic average of this quantity over the popu-

lation is EI(x) =
P

I xi ⁄ N. Notation is summarized in

Table 2.

The fitness of gene i in the current generation is

defined as the number of gene positions in the

subsequent generation that receive their genetic material

from gene position i. This captures both the physical

survival of genetic material between generations and also

the synthesis of new genetic material (replication). We

allow for stochastic fitness effects: owing to finite gene

positions and finite allelic variants, there are a finite

number of possible states in which the next generation

can manifest. We assign each possible outcome a unique

index x 2 W, and the probability of this outcome is qx.

The fitness of gene i under outcome x is wi
x, and the

average of this quantity over uncertainty is wi =
P

W
qxwi

x. Owing to the assumption of fixed population size,

the average fitness of all genes is EI(wx) = EI(w) = 1.

We assign every gene an ‘allele’ ai 2 A, according to its

nucleic acid sequence, where A is the set of all possible

alleles. Next, we assign every gene a numerical ‘genic

value’ according to its allele, i.e. gi = G(ai), where G is the

Table 2 A summary of notation used in the evolutionary models and optimization programs.

Evolutionary model Optimization programme

With and without social interactions:

Number of genes ⁄ gene positions N N Number of agents

Gene ⁄ gene-position index i i Agent index

Set of gene ⁄ gene-position indices I I Set of agent indices

Reproductive outcome x – –

Set of all possible outcomes W – –

Probability of outcome x qx – –

Fitness of gene i under outcome x wi
x – –

Expected fitness of gene i wi =
P

W qxwi
x – –

Genic value of gene i gi – –

Average genic value of gene i’s descendants under

outcome x

gi¢x = gi + Dgi
x – –

Allelic state of gene i ai – –

Set of alleles A – –

Genotype function G (a) – –

Phenotype of gene i pi si Strategy of agent i

Set of all phenotypes P S Strategy set

Phenotype function P(a) – –

Without social interactions:

Fitness function W (p) U(s) Objective function

With social interactions:

Unordered list of all phenotypes in the population P } Context parameter

Role index j – –

Set of all role indices J – –

Phenotype of role-j social partner of gene i pij – –

Ordered list of phenotypes belonging to gene i’s

social set

~pi – –

Fitness function in context P W(~p;P) = WB(P) +
P

JWA(pj,j;P) + WN(~p;P) – –

Baseline fitness in context P WB(P) = 1 – –

Additive effect of role-j social partner phenotype p

upon personal fitness in context P
WA(pj,j;P) – –

Nonadditive effect of social partner phenotypes ~p

upon personal fitness in context P
WN(~p;P) – –

Coefficient of relatedness between focal gene and

its role-j social partner

rj = covI(gj,g) ⁄ covI(g,g) – –

Inclusive fitness in context P H(p;P) = WB(P) +
P

JWA(p,j;P)rj U(s;}) Objective function in context }

A formal theory of the selfish gene 3
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‘genotype function’. The assignment of genic values to

alleles is arbitrary. For example, we may choose to assign

a focal allele a genic value of 1 and all other alleles

a genic value of 0, such that the average genic value

corresponds to the population frequency of the focal

allele. Alternatively, the assignment of genic values to

alleles might be with reference to their phenotypic

effects (i.e. average effects; Fisher, 1918). We denote

the average genic value of the descendants of gene i in

the next generation (under outcome x) as gi¢x = gi +

Dgi
x. Change in genic value between parent and offspring

genes (Dgi
x „ 0) may occur, owing to factors such as

spontaneous mutation (i.e. change in a) or generational

differences in the average effect of an allele (i.e. changes

to G; Fisher, 1941).

Genic selection

Selection is the part of the evolutionary process that gives

rise to adaptation. Here, we give a formal account of

selection in the model developed above, using Price’s

(1970, 1972) equation to describe the population genetic

change that is driven by the differential fitness of genes.

We express the change in average genic value between

consecutive generations of the population as:

DEI gð Þx¼ covI wx; gð Þ þ EI wxDgxð Þ ð1Þ
The first term on the RHS of eqn 1 is the covariance,

taken across all gene positions in the population, of a

gene’s fitness and its genic value, and this defines the

action of ‘selection’ at the gene level. The second term on

the RHS of eqn 1 is the expectation, taken across all gene

positions in the population, of the product of a gene’s

fitness and the difference between its own genic value

and that of its offspring, and this defines the ‘transmis-

sion’ effect. Transmission includes factors such as muta-

tion (i.e. change in allelic variant) and change in the

average effect of a gene between generations, and there is

no reason to suspect that it is negligible (to be discussed

later in this article).

Our aim is to determine whether selection (not evolu-

tion as a whole) leads to the appearance of agency at the

level of the gene. Hence, in what follows, we focus

exclusively upon the first term on the RHS of eqn 1, i.e.

the change that is ascribed to selection. This is calculated as

DSEI gð Þx¼ covI wx; gð Þ ð2Þ
This expression still includes the impact of stochastic

fitness effects, i.e. random drift. However, averaging over

uncertainty eliminates such effects, giving an expression

for the systematic selection of genes, hereafter ‘genic

selection’ (cf. Grafen, 2000 and Gardner & Grafen, 2009):

EX DSEI gð Þð Þ ¼ covI w; gð Þ ð3Þ
This formalism for genic selection, mediated by fitness

differences between genes, is analogous to expressions for

natural selection, mediated by fitness differences between

individual organisms (Price, 1970; see also Robertson,

1966, 1968). However, gene fitness may be literally

different from organism fitness: it represents the gene’s

success in gaining gene positions in the subsequent

generation, which may or may not involve the improve-

ment of the carrier organism’s reproductive success (or,

indeed, fitness effects at the group level). For example, the

formalism allows for gene conversion, transposition and

meiotic drive: mechanisms that potentially incur fitness

costs for the organism (Burt & Trivers, 2006) and that are

traditionally regarded as accruing to the ‘transmission’

component of evolutionary change (Price, 1970).

Adaptation and the optimization program

A dynamical, population-genetic analysis provides the

proper basis for evolutionary theory. However, at the

core of the concept of adaptation is the idea that

phenotypes manifest apparent purpose, function and

design: concepts that are alien to population genetics

(Gardner, 2009). A formal language of purpose is

provided by optimization theory, where such ideas are

captured in the form of an optimization program, e.g.

s max U sð Þ
s 2 S

ð4Þ

The optimization program (4) describes an (implicit)

agent with an agenda and an instrument to be employed

in the pursuit of its agenda. Specifically, the agent has a

set of strategies S available to it (i.e. ways in which it may

wield the instrument), and each strategy s 2 S assigned a

corresponding real value by the objective function U(s),

according to how well the strategy performs in the

pursuit of the agenda (the larger the value, the closer the

agent is to having realized its objective).

Thus, the notion of purpose is expressed as a maximi-

zation problem: the agent seeks the strategy that will

maximize its objective function (von Neumann &

Morgenstern, 1944). This leads to a formal definition of

an optimum. An optimal strategy is one that (i) belongs

to the strategy set and (ii) when given as input to the

objective function, returns an output that is equal to or

greater than that of all other strategies in the set.

Formally, an optimal strategy is s* where U(s*) ‡ U(s)

" s 2 S. Conversely, a suboptimal strategy is one that (i)

belongs to the strategy set and (ii) returns a lower output

from the objective function than at least one other

member of the set. Formally, a suboptimal strategy is

s� where $ s 2 S:U(s�) < U(s). Importantly, although the

optimization program provides a formal definition for

optimality, it does not imply that optimality obtains – i.e.

it sets a maximization problem, which may or may not be

solved by the agent. This formalization therefore captures

two important ideas about adaptation that were empha-

sized by Paley (1802): biological adaptations show

contrivance with respect to some end, but this does not

4 A. GARDNER AND J. J. WELCH
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imply perfection, or even optimality within constraints

(Parker & Maynard Smith, 1990; Gardner, 2009).

Gene as fitness-maximizing agent

The traditional view of adaptation at the level of the

individual (Darwin, 1859; Hamilton, 1964, 1970, 1996 Ch.

2) has been formalized by identifying the agent described

in an optimization program with an individual organism

(Grafen, 2002, 2006a, 2007, 2009). Here, we are interested

in forming a ‘gene as maximizing agent’ analogy, i.e. the

idea that the gene is a purposeful agent with an agenda.

Hence, thefirst step in forming theanalogy is to identify the

gene as the agent, which we do by assigning every agent

the index i of the corresponding gene.

Second, we choose a phenotype, associated with the

gene, to be the agent’s instrument. Note that an instru-

ment must be under the sole control of the corresponding

agent. Hence, in order for the phenotype to fulfil this

role, we must consider only phenotypes that are fully

determined by the allele encoded by the corresponding

gene. We denote the phenotype associated with this

gene position by pi = P(ai), where P is the ‘phenotype

function’ that relates allele to phenotype. Because there

are a finite number of possible alleles, there are a finite

set of possible phenotypes, which we denote P. With this

notation in place, we may identify the phenotype as the

gene’s strategy, i.e. pi M si, and the set of possible

phenotypes as the strategy set, i.e. P M S.

To complete the analogy, we must to identify a

candidate for the objective function U, which the agent

aims to maximize. We choose the gene’s expected

reproductive success, and in this section of the article,

we assume that it is given by a very simple function of

the gene’s phenotype, i.e.

wi ¼WðpiÞ=EIðWðpÞÞ ð5Þ
where W is the ‘fitness function’. Equation 5 assumes

that the phenotypes associated with other genes do not

impact upon the focal gene’s expected fitness, except

for a density-dependent scaling effect that is a necessary

consequence of the assumption of fixed population size.

This strong and unrealistic assumption of no social

interaction between genes is relaxed in the next section

of this article. With this notation in place, we may

identify the fitness function with the objective function,

i.e. W M U. Thus, the idea that the gene wields its

phenotype as a means of achieving personal fitness is

formally captured as an optimization program:

p max W pð Þ
p 2 P

ð6Þ

This provides a formal statement of what we mean

when we say that a gene is responsible for a phenotype

and that the function of the phenotype is to maximize

the gene’s fitness. It provides a rigorous basis for forming

statements about the optimality of phenotypes. In par-

ticular, an optimal phenotype is one that (i) belongs to

the set of possible phenotypes and (ii) achieves an

expected fitness that is equal to or greater than that of

any other phenotype in the set. Formally, an optimal

phenotype is p* where W(p*) ‡ W(p) " p 2 P. Con-

versely, a suboptimal phenotype is one that (i) belongs

to the set of possible phenotypes and (ii) achieves lower

expected fitness than at least one other member of the

set. Formally, a suboptimal phenotype is p� where $
p 2 P:W(p�) < W(p). Importantly, although the gene as

maximizing agent analogy (6) provides a formal defini-

tion for phenotype optimality, it does not imply that

optimality obtains – i.e. it defines the function of the

phenotype, without stating that the gene achieves

maximum fitness.

Formal justification for the selfish gene

We have developed an evolutionary model that describes

how selection acting upon genes drives genetic change

of populations – summarized by dynamical equation (3).

We have also developed a formal account of what it

means to say that a gene is striving to maximize its fitness

– summarized by optimization program (6). Here, we

seek formal justification for the selfish-gene view, by

establishing mathematical correspondences between the

equations of motion (genetic change) and the calculus of

purpose (genes maximizing their fitness). The translation

of purpose into dynamics reveals that the optimization

view recovers the results of a population-genetic analysis.

The translation of dynamics into purpose captures the

way in which genic selection gives rise to the emergence

of apparently selfish genes.

We derive six correspondences between our dynamical

and purposeful accounts of genic adaptation (Table 3;

derivations given in Appendix). Correspondences I–V

translate gene-optimization scenarios into population-

genetic results. Specifically, if all agents described in

the optimization view are behaving optimally, then this

corresponds to a scenario in the population-genetic

model where there is no selection with respect to any

genic value (no ‘scope for selection’; I), and where no

allele in the permitted set can be introduced to the

population, which will increase in frequency from rarity

under the action of genic selection (no ‘potential for

positive selection’; II); if all agents are suboptimal, but

equally so, then there is no scope for selection (III) but

there is potential for positive selection, i.e. there exists an

allele that, if introduced into the population, is expected

to increase in frequency from rarity, under the action of

genic selection (IV); and if agents vary in their optimality,

then there is scope for selection, and the selective change

in the average of every genic value and in every allele

frequency is given by its covariance, across all gene

positions, with relative attained maximand (i.e. relative

fitness; V). Arising from these five correspondences is a

further correspondence (VI), translating in the opposite

A formal theory of the selfish gene 5
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direction, which states that if there is neither scope for

selection nor potential for positive selection, then all

agents must be behaving optimally.

These correspondences are analogous to those derived

by Grafen (2002, 2006a), for the ‘individual as maximiz-

ing agent’ analogy, that justify seeing organisms as

economic agents, and by Gardner & Grafen (2009), for

the ‘clonal group as maximizing agent’ analogy, that

do the same for colonies of clonal organisms. We have

shown that genes also formally qualify as adaptive

agents, insofar as our simplified biological model can

be regarded as painting an accurate picture of the real

world. One major limitation of the model is that it

assumes that genes do not impact upon each other’s

fitness, aside from a density-dependent scaling effect. The

next section relaxes this assumption.

A formal theory of the social gene

Phenotype, personal fitness and inclusive fitness

In this section, we allow for a more realistic link between

phenotypes and fitness. In particular, we permit social

interactions between different genes. We assume that the

fitness of a focal gene is dependent upon the phenotypes

expressed by a given ‘social set’ of genes, potentially

including the focal gene itself. We assume that this

network of socially interacting gene positions is estab-

lished prior to the assignment of alleles to these gene

positions. (However, once populated with genes, the

genic and allelic values of socially interacting gene

positions may be correlated.) In addition, we assume

that the social network appears identical from the

perspective of every gene position, such that there are

no intrinsic differences between gene positions, aside

from the alleles that they – and their social partners –

carry.

The impact upon fitness of a social partner’s phenotype

may depend upon the ‘role’ within which this social

partner is acting (Grafen, 2006a). For example, the

fitness effect of the phenotype of a social partner in the

role of ‘homologous gene in the same diploid cell’ may be

different from the fitness effect of the same phenotype

expressed by a social partner in the role of ‘homologous

gene in a neighbouring cell’ or, indeed, in the role of

‘self’. We define a set of roles J, and we assume that for

every focal recipient gene, there is one and only one gene

in each of the actor roles j 2 J. Moreover, we assume that

every individual occurs once and only once in each role

j 2 J. Thus, we identify the role-j actor gene that

mediates the fitness of recipient gene i with a subscripted

ij. For example, the phenotype of this actor is pij. The

ordered list of phenotypes expressed by genes in all the

actor roles with respect to a focal recipient gene i is ~pi.

Note that roles need not be reciprocal: if a gene acts in a

given role so as to mediate the fitness of another gene,

then the latter need not act in the same role to mediate

the fitness of the former. Indeed that the former is a

member of the latter’s social set does not imply that the

latter is a member of the former’s social set.

We also allow the overall phenotypic composition of

the population to mediate a gene’s fitness. This allows

for ‘playing the field’ interactions, sensu Maynard Smith

(1982, p. 23), in addition to the social interaction with

explicit partners considered above. We compile an

unordered list of all the phenotypes expressed in the

population (one entry for every gene) and denote this P.

Thus, we may define a new fitness function, such that

wi ¼W ~pi; Pð Þ ð7Þ

Without the loss of generality, we can decompose

personal fitness into a sum of separate effects:

W(~pi;P) = WB(P) +
P

JWA(pij,j;P) + WN(~pi;P), where

subscripts B, A and N denote baseline fitness (a function

of population composition only), the additive effect

of the phenotype of social partner of given role upon

fitness in the context of the given population composi-

tion and the residual (nonadditive) effect of social

partner phenotypes on fitness in the context of the given

population composition, respectively (see Appendix for

details).

In addition to personal fitness, we may also compute

a focal gene’s inclusive fitness by (i) re-assigning all

additive fitness effects to the actor (rather than to the

recipient, as was done above); (ii) weighting each

additive fitness component by the appropriate coefficient

of relatedness, defined as rj = covI(gj,g) ⁄ covI(g, g), which

is equal to the slope of the least-squares linear regression

of role-j social partner genic value against a gene’s own

genic value (Orlove & Wood, 1978; Queller, 1992; Frank,

Table 3 Correspondences between dynamical and purposeful

accounts of gene-level adaptation. Formal justification for the ‘gene

as fitness maximizing agent’ view rests upon the ability to translate

this way of thinking into formal population genetics, and vice versa.

Numeral Correspondence

I If all agents are optimal, there is no scope for selection (no

expected change in the average of any genic value)

II If all agents are optimal, there is no potential for positive

selection (no introduced allele can increase from rarity

due to selection)

III If all agents are suboptimal, but equally so, there is no scope

for selection (no expected change in the average of any

genic value)

IV If all agents are suboptimal, but equally so, there is potential

for positive selection (there exists an allele that, if introduced,

can increase from rarity due to selection)

V If agents vary in their optimality, there is scope for selection,

and change in the average of all genic values, and in all

gene frequencies, is given by their covariance with relative

attained maximand

VI If there is neither scope for selection nor potential for positive

selection, all agents are optimal
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1998) and (iii) neglecting all nonadditive social effects.

This yields

Hðpi; PÞ ¼WBðPÞ þ RJWAðpi; j; PÞrj ð8Þ

Equation 8 is analogous to the definition of inclusive

fitness for individual organisms (Hamilton, 1964, 1970;

Grafen, 2006a; Gardner et al., 2011). Here, we have made

clear that the neglecting of nonadditive effects takes place

in the computation of inclusive fitness, not in the

construction of the underlying evolutionary model. That

is, we do allow for arbitrary nonadditive interactions

between genes in our model. Note that nonadditive

effects were assumed absent in Grafen’s (2006a) model of

inclusive fitness–maximizing organisms.

Classification of the social behaviours of individual

organisms is made according to the sign of the additive

fitness impact on actor and recipient: + ⁄ + behaviours are

mutually beneficial, + ⁄ ) behaviours are selfish, ) ⁄ +
behaviours are altruistic and ) ⁄ ) behaviours are spiteful

(Hamilton, 1964, 1970; West et al., 2007). This scheme

readily extends to the social behaviours of genes.

Assuming two roles, ‘self’ (j = 1) and ‘social partner’

(j = 2), the additive impact upon actor fitness is

WA(pi,1;P) and the additive impact upon recipient

fitness is WA(pi,2;P). Because each of these quantities

can take positive or negative values, a gene’s behaviour

can be classified as either mutually beneficial (+ ⁄ +),

selfish (+ ⁄ )), altruistic () ⁄ +) or spiteful () ⁄ )). Behav-

iours that have fitness consequences for further recipi-

ents are more difficult to classify in this simple pairwise

scheme. However, this ambiguity also exists in the

classification of organismal social behaviours (West &

Gardner, 2010).

Gene as inclusive fitness–maximizing agent

In the previous section, which excluded social interac-

tion, a formal analogy of gene as maximizing agent was

developed in which the (personal) fitness function W

was identified as the objective function U. The input of

the fitness function was the gene’s phenotype p, and this

was identified as the strategy s that provides the input for

the objective function.

The incorporation of social interactions into the model

raises some difficulties for this approach. First, the

personal fitness function takes as one of its arguments

the phenotypic composition of the entire population, P.

This cannot be considered analogous to an agent’s

strategy in the gene’s eye view, as it cannot be regarded

as under the control of a single gene. Our solution is to

make the objective function explicitly dependent upon a

global context parameter – i.e. U(s;}) – and to identify

the phenotypic composition of the population with this

context parameter: P M }. Thus, the optimization prob-

lem is now considered to be conditional upon the

(shared) context within which the agents find them-

selves. Future work to tackle game-theoretic aspects of

the gene’s eye view will need to make the dependence

of the context parameter upon the strategies of other

maximizing agents more explicit within the optimization

program itself. However, this is beyond the scope of the

present article.

Second, the personal fitness function takes as its other

argument the full list of phenotypes ~pi expressed by those

genes that mediate the focal gene’s fitness (the social set).

This cannot be considered analogous to the strategy of a

single agent in the gene’s eye view and nor can it be

considered a global context parameter, as it is expected to

vary from gene to gene. Our solution is to abandon the

idea that the gene strives to maximize its personal fitness

W, and instead, we consider that it is inclusive fitness H

that the gene is interested in maximizing. This takes as

its arguments the phenotype pi of the focal gene and the

population context P in which this gene finds itself.

Hence, we write HM U.

If all other aspects of the analogy remain as specified

in the previous section, we may express the gene as

inclusive fitness–maximizing agent analogy in the form

of an optimization program:

p max H p; Pð Þ
p 2 P

ð9Þ

This provides a formal statement of what we mean

when we say that a gene wields its phenotype as an

instrument in the pursuit of its objective to maximize its

inclusive fitness. It provides a rigorous basis for making

statements about the conditional optimality of pheno-

types, in this respect. In particular, an optimal phenotype

is one that (i) belongs to the set of possible phenotypes

and (ii) achieves an inclusive fitness that is equal to or

greater than that of any other phenotype in the set,

conditional upon population composition. Formally, an

optimal phenotype is p* where H(p*;P) ‡ H(p;P) "
p 2 P. Conversely, a suboptimal phenotype is one that (i)

belongs to the set of possible phenotypes and (ii) achieves

lower inclusive fitness than at least one other member

of the set, conditional upon population composition.

Formally, a suboptimal phenotype is p� where $
p 2 P:H(p�;P) < H(p;P). For the purpose of evaluating

the optimality of a phenotype that is absent from the

given population, we assume the corresponding allele

can be introduced at vanishingly low frequency with

negligible disturbance to the population composition or

genetic relatedness of social partners. Hence, we strictly

interpret H as evaluating inclusive fitness of a phenotype

p in the context of a population in the vicinity of P.

Formal justification for the social gene

Here, we derive correspondences between the action of

genic selection – summarized by dynamical equation (3) –

and the idea of the gene as an inclusive fitness–maximizing
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agent – summarized by optimization program (9). This

generalizes the link between our dynamical and purpose-

ful accounts of genic adaptation (Table 3; derivations

given in Appendix).

Our six correspondences are the same as were derived

for the model lacking social interactions: if all genes are

behaving optimally, then there is neither scope for

selection (I) nor potential for positive selection (II); if

all genes are behaving suboptimally, but equally so, then

there is no scope for selection (III) but there is potential

for positive selection (IV); if genes vary in their optimal-

ity, then the change in the average of all genic values and

in all allele frequencies is equal to the covariance, taken

over all gene positions, of attained maximand (inclusive

fitness; V); and if there is neither scope for selection nor

potential for positive selection, then all genes are behav-

ing optimally (VI). These formal correspondences reveal

that the view of genes as inclusive-fitness maximizers

can be translated into rigorous, population-genetic state-

ments. They also formally capture the sense in which the

dynamics of genic selection is governed by the design

principle of inclusive-fitness maximization, leading to the

emergence of genic adaptations that appear to function

for this purpose.

Difficulties of the theory

Laborious as it is, a benefit of the formal approach taken

in this article is to force us to be clear about what we

mean by the theory of selfish genes: a subject upon

which there has been little agreement (Daly, 1980;

Maynard Smith, 1987; Lloyd, 2001, 2005). Working with

a clear definition makes it much easier to identify and

distinguish between the many criticisms that have been

levelled at this approach. A list of distinct criticisms is

catalogued in Table 1, and each is addressed in this

section. All of these criticisms have been raised by

multiple authors, but they have not always been sepa-

rated in this way.

A first objection to taking the gene’s eye view is simply

that ‘genes do not have intentions’ (Stent, 1977; Langley,

1977; Midgley, 1979, 1983; Daly, 1980; Table 1, row 1).

However, the point of formal Darwinism (Grafen, 2002,

2003, 2006a, 2007, 2009; Gardner, 2009; Gardner &

Grafen, 2009) is to show that the metaphor of agency (as

embodied in an optimization program) can have predic-

tive power over a dynamical system (i.e. a population-

genetic model) that contains no intentionality of any

kind, let alone ‘true’ intention (whatever that means;

Dennett, 1989 Ch. 3). We have shown that the metaphor

can be applied to genes as well as to organisms.

But why invoke imaginary agents when a dynamical

description of evolution would be less misleading and

more complete (Stent, 1977; Haig, 1997; Grafen, 2003;

Charlesworth, 2006; Godfrey-Smith, 2009; Noble, 2011)?

A full description of evolutionary change includes trans-

mission effects, genetic drift and nonadditive gene inter-

action, and these factors show no correspondence to the

idea of gene-level intentionality (eqns 1–3 and 8), but

may have substantial effects on evolutionary outcomes.

A pragmatic response is to note the overwhelming

empirical success of optimization-based research in the

study of organism-level adaptation (Maynard Smith,

1982 Ch. 1, 1987; Parker & Maynard Smith, 1990;

Grafen, 2007; West, 2009 Ch. 11). A priori, there is no

reason to suspect that this approach must fail when

applied at the gene level. Its scientific utility will

ultimately be judged by empiricists and not by theore-

ticians or philosophers. More fundamentally, the lan-

guage of intentionality is unavoidable if we are to fully

explain the apparent design of the living world (Paley,

1802; Darwin, 1859; Leigh, 1971; Dennett, 1989; Gard-

ner, 2009; Grafen, 2009). For this purpose, the corre-

spondence of the optimization program to just one

component of the total evolutionary change highlights

two important facts about adaptation: that only selection

(and not transmission effects or drift) has a tendency to

generate apparent design (Grafen, 2003; Gardner, 2009;

Lenormand et al., 2009; Ewens, 2011) and that adapta-

tion does not imply perfection of design, or even

optimality within specified constraints (Paley, 1802;

Langley, 1977; Lewontin, 1977; Dawkins, 1982; May-

nard Smith, 1987; Parker & Maynard Smith, 1990;

Gould, 2002; Gardner, 2009).

A second major difficulty for the theory of the selfish

gene is to decide exactly what the ‘gene’ is (Stent, 1977;

Bateson, 2006; Daly, 1980; Williams, 1966, 1992; Haig,

1997; Hull, 2001; Lloyd, 2005; Table 1, row 2). When

being most explicit, Dawkins (1976) defines the gene as a

‘distributed agent’ comprising every copy of a particular

allele. However, most applications of selfish-gene theory

locate agency at the level of the physical scrap of nucleic

acid – e.g. the transposon (Burt & Trivers, 2006) – and

this is the approach we have taken here (see also

Hamilton, 1972). There are conceptual problems with

the idea of the allele as a maximizing agent: the allele is

associated with a particular phenotype and hence is

better seen as an encoded strategy, rather than an agent

in its own right. In contrast, we can, for our purposes,

readily imagine an intentional scrap of nucleic acid

deciding which protein it is to encode, and this permits

a formal separation of the notions of agent and strategy.

There may be viable alternatives that recover the

distributed-agent view, such as seeing the gene as a

cloud of identical-by-descent scraps of nucleic acid.

However, such agents are statistical rather than concrete

objects, and it is difficult to assign diffuse probabilistic

clouds a causal role in evolutionary biology.

A third criticism concerns the word ‘selfish’ (Table 1,

row 3). In the primary literature, the term ‘selfish gene’

commonly denotes a genetic element that spreads despite

decreasing the inclusive fitness of its ‘host’ organism

(Burt & Trivers, 2006). The usefulness of taking the

‘gene’s eye view’ in such cases is clear, especially
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considering the conceptual tangles of early attempts to

explain the high prevalence of selfish genetic elements

in natural populations (e.g. Gershenson, 1928, pp. 506–

507). However, the theory of the ‘selfish gene’ was

originally intended to apply more widely, i.e. to all genes,

not just to intragenomic outlaws. Specifically, selfish-

gene theory represents an attempt to reduce organismal

altruism to the self-interested behaviour of a more

fundamental agent (Dawkins, 1976, 1978, 1982). Our

formalism suggests that this attempt does not succeed.

When a gene’s fitness is mediated by the action of other

genes, genes are expected to behave as if striving to

maximize their inclusive fitness, rather than their

personal fitness (eqns 8 and 9). Such social effects may

therefore drive the evolution of unselfish behaviour

among genes, such as altruism and spite (Burt & Trivers,

2006; West et al., in press). Hence, the theory of the

selfish gene appears misnamed. Certain elements of

the theory can be rigorously justified – in particular,

the notion of the ‘striving’ or ‘intentional’ gene – but

only if we change the way we think about the agenda

of this agent. The theory works as an application of

Hamilton’s (1964, 1970, 1996 Ch. 2) theory of inclusive

fitness to the gene level, but not as a recasting of

that theory as originally applied at the organism level

(Dawkins, 1976, 1978, 1982).

The claim that genes must always be selfish is closely

connected to the attribution of agency to the allele

(Table 1, row 2). Because the allele can be seen as

the ultimate beneficiary of the evolutionary process

(Dawkins, 1976, 1978, 1982; Hampe & Morgan, 1988;

Williams, 1992; Lloyd, 2001; but see Godfrey-Smith

2011), it is taken to follow that its actions are, by

definition, selfish. But this argument fails if, as we argue,

the allele cannot function as an intentional agent. More

generally, the formalism that allows us to capture the

notion of adaptation in mathematical terms does not

require that we should seek ‘fundamental’ agents who

are always selfish. Genes do play a fundamental role,

on the dynamical side of adaptation theory: it is via the

medium of gene-frequency change that adaptations – at

any level of biological organization – are moulded by the

action of selection (Fisher 1930; Grafen, 2002, 2003;

Gardner, 2009; Gardner & Grafen, 2009; Ewens, 2011).

However, this role should not be confused with the

notions of intentionality and selfishness, which belong to

the optimization side of adaptation theory.

A fourth criticism of the gene’s eye view is that,

because a gene’s fitness is prone to vary as a function of

its genetic background, considering each gene in isolation

can be misleading (Sober & Lewontin, 1982; Dover,

2000; Gould, 2002; Okasha, 2006 Ch. 5; Table 1, row 4).

A gene might, for example, be selected for in one genetic

background and selected against in another. However,

we have shown that genes can be considered as inclusive

fitness–maximizing agents irrespective of the degree of

such epistatic effects, by defining inclusive fitness (eqn 8)

in such a way as to exclude nonadditive effects. Although

such effects may mediate genotypic change, they do not

contribute to the genetic change that defines the action

of selection (Grafen, 2003; Crow, 2008; Ewens, 2011;

Gardner et al., 2011) and show no correspondence with

the optimization program. So, although neglect of these

epistatic effects will lead to a less complete (and poten-

tially quite inaccurate) account of the evolutionary

process (Charlesworth, 1990; Nagylaki, 1991, 1993;

Gould, 2002; Okasha, 2006, p. 160; Table 1, row 1), the

gene’s eye view does function adequately as a theory

of adaptation. Furthermore, this argument does not just

apply to genes. Only additive genetic effects contribute

to the action of selection acting upon organisms (Crow,

2008; Ewens, 2011; Gardner et al., 2011), and only these

show correspondences with the analogy of the organism

as maximizing agent (Grafen, 2002, 2003, 2006a, 2007).

A fifth criticism of the selfish-gene perspective is that

most phenotypes of interest are multigenic in their

underlying architecture and ⁄ or shaped by environmental

effects and hence cannot be interpreted as expressing the

intentions of a single gene (Langley, 1977; Lewontin,

1977; Bateson, 1978, 2006; Daly, 1980; Dawkins, 1982;

Mayr, 1983; Dover, 2000; Gould, 2002; Noble, 2011;

Table 1, row 5). Our formalism supports this criticism: a

strategy is, by definition, under the full control of a single

agent. This puts strong constraints upon the kinds of

phenotype that can be addressed by the selfish-gene

perspective: the phenotype cannot be mediated by social

or environmental effects. Gene-level adaptations will

usually have to be sought at a relatively proximate level –

such as at the level of proteins – or else be defined in a

convoluted and nonintuitive manner.

However, it is not clear that this is really a limitation:

any complex phenotype – such as the eye, which is

traditionally viewed as an organism-level adaptation –

can, at least in principle, be dissected into a large number

of gene-level adaptations, each involving realized phe-

notypes that are conditional upon various ‘environmen-

tal’ cues. Are there any grounds for preferring one view

of adaptation to the other (Dawkins, 1982 Ch. 1; Sterelny

& Kitcher, 1988; Kitcher et al., 1990; Lloyd, 2005)?

Following Williams (1966), Occam’s Razor can be

employed to argue for the gene’s eye view, on the basis

that it accounts for phenomena as diverse as meiotic

drive and (bits of) the eye, without positing unnecessary

organism-level agents (Dawkins, 1982; Kitcher et al.,

1990). On the other hand, as most phenotypes are not

impacted by Mendelian outlawry, the Razor can also be

made to argue for the reverse position: why assume a

very large number of gene-level agents, when a single

organism-level agent will suffice? Moreover, the hall-

mark of design is the contrivance of multiple parts as

if for a common purpose (Paley, 1802; Gardner, 2009),

and organisms enjoy a much greater potential for the

elaboration of complex design than do mere molecular

agents (Hurst et al., 1996; Hammerstein & Hagen, 2006).
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Indeed, treating the organism as a maximizing agent

formally captures this idea of common purpose, showing

how the evolutionary dynamics of all genes, with the

same pattern of inheritance, correspond to the same

optimization program (Grafen, 2002, 2006a, 2007; Gard-

ner, 2009; Gardner & Grafen, 2009).

A sixth criticism of the theory is that the gene’s eye

view misrepresents the ‘causal structure’ of adaptive

evolution (Table 1, row 6). The same selective event can

often be described in multiple, mathematically equiva-

lent ways, corresponding to different partitions of the

total evolutionary change (Sterelny & Kitcher, 1988;

Kitcher et al., 1990; Okasha, 2006). For example, het-

erozygote disadvantage can be modelled by assigning

an organismal fitness to each diploid genotype or else by

assigning context-dependent fitnesses to each allele, and

the predictions will be exactly the same. Some critics

have argued that, mathematical equivalence notwith-

standing, the gene’s eye view misrepresents the causal

structure of selection in such scenarios (Wade, 1978;

Sober & Lewontin, 1982; Dover, 2000; Gould, 2002;

Lloyd, 2005; Okasha, 2006).

Insofar as they concern adaptation, these disputes

relate to its proximate cause, i.e. the manner in which

biological entities interact with their environment in a

way that makes a difference to replicator success (Hull,

2001; Lloyd, 2001, 2005; Okasha, 2006). The approach

taken here asks a different set of questions, concerning

ultimate causation: why do we observe adaptations, at

what level of biological organization are they manifest,

and what do they appear designed to achieve (Gardner,

2009)? Accordingly, our notion of agency implies some-

thing other than ‘important actor in the evolutionary

process’ or ‘target of selection’ (Bateson, 1978, 2006;

Dover, 2000; Grafen, 2000; Gould, 2002). Rather, it

concerns the notion of the ‘maximizing agent’, which is

a crucial component of any formal theory of function,

purpose, intention or design. In our formalism, a

phenotype might be considered a gene-level adaptation,

even if no within-organism selection has taken place. The

grounds for choosing between different descriptions must

be sought elsewhere (e.g. Table 1, row 5). Furthermore,

by refocusing attention on the control of the adaptive

phenotype – i.e. the identification of the maximizing

agent who wields the instrument – the present frame-

work stresses an issue with genuine empirical purchase

(Dawkins, 1982; Hurst et al., 1996; Mehdiabadi et al.,

2002; Grafen, 2008).

Conclusions

We have developed the first formal theory of the selfish

gene, by constructing a ‘gene as maximizing agent’

analogy. We have linked notions of gene-level inten-

tionality (captured by an optimization program) to

evolutionary-genetic dynamics (captured by Price’s

equation). This has provided formal justification for

viewing genes as purposeful, adaptive agents and has

allowed us to address several criticisms that have been

levelled at the selfish gene over the decades since its

conception. We have aimed for conceptual clarity rather

than full generality, so our model necessarily neglects

certain biological complexities, such as class structure.

We have assumed that all loci are equivalent and that the

population is homogeneous in its social networks.

Relaxing such assumptions is an important goal for

future research. Nevertheless, we have allowed for

arbitrary social interaction with an arbitrary number

of social partners and arbitrary additive and nonadditive

fitness effects. We have shown that, in general, the gene

should be regarded as striving to maximize its inclu-

sive fitness and not its personal fitness. Hence, genes may

be altruistic and spiteful as well as selfish. We have laid

the formal foundations for a research programme that

views genes as inclusive fitness–maximizing agents. As

with any research programme, the gene’s eye view

cannot be considered a simple hypothesis that can be

falsified with a single experiment. Rather, it must

ultimately be judged according to how well it facilitates

hypothesis generation and empirical testing and advanc-

ing scientific understanding of the natural world.
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Appendix

Social interactions absent

I. If all agents are optimal, there is no scope for selection –

If all agents behave optimally, then wi = W(p*) ⁄
W(p*) = 1 for all i 2 I. Hence, from eqn 3,

EW(DSEI(g)) = covI(w,g) = covI(1,g) = 0.

II. If all agents are optimal, there is no potential for positive

selection – Introduce a new allele a¢ 2 A into the

population at vanishingly low frequency. Carriers of

allele a¢ have phenotype p¢ = P(a¢), and all other

genes, being optimal, have phenotype p*. Assigning

carriers of allele a¢ a genic value g = 1, and carriers of

the other alleles a genic value g = 0, the response to

selection is EW(DSEI(g)) = covI(W(p),g) = EI(g)(1 )
EI(g))(W(p¢) ) W(p*)). Since W(p¢) £W(p*) "
p¢ 2 P, then EW(DSEI(g)) £ 0.

III. If all agents are suboptimal, but equally so, there is no

scope for selection – If all agents behave suboptimally,

but equally so, then wi = W(p�) ⁄W(p�) = 1 for all

i 2 I. Hence, from eqn 3, EW(DSEI(g)) = covI(w,g) =

covI(1,g) = 0.

IV. If all agents are suboptimal, but equally so, there is

potential for positive selection – Introduce the allele a*

corresponding to the optimal phenotype (i.e.

satisfying p* = P(a*)) into the population at van-

ishingly low frequency. All other genes, being

suboptimal, have phenotype p�. Assigning carriers

of allele a* a genic value g = 1, and carriers of the

other alleles a genic value g = 0, the response to

selection is EW(DSEI(g)) = covI(W(p),g) = EI(g) (1 )
EI(g)) (W(p*) ) W(p�)). Since W(p*) > W(p�),
then EW(DSEI(g)) > 0.

V. If agents vary in their optimality, there is scope for selection,

and change in the average of all genic values, and in all

gene frequencies, is given by their covariance with relative

attained maximand – From eqn 3, EW(DSEI(g)) =

covI(w,g) = covI(W(p) ⁄ EI(W(p)),g).

VI. If there is neither scope for selection nor potential for

positive selection, all agents are optimal – If all agents are

optimal, there is neither scope for selection (I) nor

potential for positive selection (II); if all agents are

suboptimal, but equally so, then there is no scope for

selection (III) but potential for positive selection (IV);

if agents vary in their optimality there is scope for

selection (V). These exhaust the possibilities in the

optimization view; hence, if there is neither scope

for selection nor potential for positive selection, all

agents must be optimal.

Social interactions permitted

Partitioning fitness – In the main text, we partitioned a

gene’s personal fitness into a baseline, plus additive

effects of phenotypes in the social set, plus the non-

additive effect of phenotypes in the social set. Here, we

make this partition explicit, showing how each compo-

nent may be computed using least-squares regression,

analogous to how fitness effects are computed for social

interactions between individual organisms (reviewed by

Gardner et al., 2011). A complication for regression

analysis is posed by the qualitative nature of the allelic

and phenotypic variables a and p: regression analysis

requires that variables represent numerical quantities.

We resolve this problem by representing the qualita-

tive variables by a set of binary dummy variables

(Israels, 1987). In particular, we write a number of

dummies equal to the number of qualities, such that

the nth dummy represents the presence (1) or absence

(0) of the nth quality, and the each quality is uniquely

determined by a string of n dummies, one of which

takes value 1 and the rest take value 0. We index

allelic dummies by x 2 X and phenotypic dummies

by y 2 Y.

Figure A1 provides a path diagram of the causal link

between genes and fitness (Wright, 1934). The LHS of

Fig. A1 shows that the allele aj carried by the role-j social

partner causally determines the genic value gj of the role-j

social partner (solid, single-headed arrow), and that the

genic value gj of the role-j social partner is correlated

(broken, double-headed arrow) with the genic value g of

the focal gene. The RHS of Fig. A1 shows that the allele aj

carried by the role-j social partner causally determines the

phenotype pj of the role-j social partner and that the

phenotype pj of the role-j social partner causally deter-

mines the fitness w of the focal gene. True quantitative

variables are shown in circles, and dummy variables

representing qualitative variables are shown in boxes. For

simplicity, Fig. A1 shows only two roles (j = 1, 2), two

alleles (x = 1, 2) and two possible phenotypes (y = 1, 2).
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However, the number of roles, alleles and possible

phenotypes is arbitrary.

We write the following linear-regression model of

fitness as a function of the phenotypes of the social set:

w ¼ 1þ
X

J

X
Y

~bw;pjy
pjy � EI pjy

� �� �
þ e ðA1Þ

where the coefficients b are chosen so as to minimize

EI(�
2), i.e. they are least-squares regression coefficients.

We will use the notation bj;k to denote the regression of

dependent variable j against predictor variable k, and we

will use the notation ~bj;k to denote the partial regression

of j against k, i.e. holding fixed all other predictors in the

same column as k in Fig. A1.

Equation A1 defines the partition of personal fitness,

with

WB Pð Þ ¼ 1 ðA2Þ

WA pj; j; P
� �

¼
X

Y
~bw;pjy

pjy � EI pjy

� �� �
ðA3Þ

WN ~p; Pð Þ ¼ e ðA4Þ

Genic selection – From eqn 3, the response to genic

selection is EW(DSEI(g)) = covI(w,g) = bw,gcovI(g,g) =P
J

P
X

P
Y

~bw;pjy

~bpjy;ajx
bajx ;gj

bgj;gcovI g; gð Þ. From the main

text, we have rj = covI(gj,g) ⁄covI(g,g) = bgj;g, and from eqn A3,

we have bWA pj;j;Pð Þ;gj
¼
P

X

P
Y

~bw;pjy

~bpjy;ajx
bajx ;gj

. Hence, we

may write EW(DSEI(g)) =
P

J bWA pj;j;Pð Þ;gj
rjcovI g; gð Þ =P

j bWA p;j;Pð Þ;grjcovI g; gð Þ = covI(
P

JWA(p,j;P)rj,g) = covI

(WB(P) +
P

JWA(p,j;P)rj,g). The response to genic selec-

tion may therefore be expressed as:

EX DSEI gð Þð Þ ¼ covI H p;Pð Þ; gð Þ ðA5Þ
I. If all agents are optimal, there is no scope for selection – If

all agents behave optimally, then H(pi;P) = H(p*;P)

for all i 2 I. Hence, from eqn A5, EW(DSEI(g)) =

covI(H(p;P),g) = covI(H(p*;P),g) = 0.

II. If all agents are optimal, there is no potential for positive

selection – We choose a population composition in the

vicinity of P such that a new allele a¢ 2 A is present at

vanishingly low frequency and with negligible impact

upon the genetic relatedness of social partners.

Carriers of allele a¢ have phenotype p¢ = P(a¢) and

all other genes, being optimal, have phenotype p*.

Assigning carriers of allele a¢ a genic value g = 1, and

carriers of the other alleles a genic value g = 0, the

response to selection is EW(DSEI(g)) = covI(H(p;P),

g) = EI(g)(1 ) EI(g))(H(p¢;P) ) H(p*;P)). Since

H(p¢;P) £ H(p*;P) " p¢ 2 P, then EW(DSEI(g)) £ 0.

III. If all agents are suboptimal, but equally so, there is no

scope for selection – If all agents are equally sub-

optimal, then H(pi;P) = H(p�;P) for all i 2 I.

Hence, from eqn A5, EW(DSEI(g)) = covI(H(p;P),g) =

covI(H(p�;P),g) = 0.

IV. If all agents are suboptimal, but equally so, there is

potential for positive selection – We choose a population

composition in the vicinity of P such that the allele

a* corresponding to the optimal phenotype (i.e.

satisfying p* = P(a*)) is present at vanishingly low

frequency and with negligible impact upon the

genetic relatedness of social partners. All other genes,

being suboptimal, have phenotype p�. Assigning

carriers of allele a* a genic value g = 1, and carriers

of the other alleles a genic value g = 0, the response

to selection is EW(DSEI(g)) = covI(H(p;P),g) = EI(g)

(1 ) EI(g))(H(p*;P) ) H(p�;P)). Since H(p*;P) >

H(p�;P), then EW(DSEI(g)) > 0.

V. If agents vary in their optimality, there is scope for

selection, and change in the average of all genic values,

and in all gene frequencies, is given by their covariance

with attained maximand – From eqn A5, EW(DSEI(g)) =

covI(H(p;P),g).

VI. If there is neither scope for selection nor potential for

positive selection, all agents are optimal – If all agents are

optimal, there is neither scope for selection (I) nor

potential for positive selection (II); if all agents are

suboptimal, but equally so, then there is no scope for

selection (III) but potential for positive selection (IV);

if agents vary in their optimality, there is scope for

selection (V). These exhaust the possibilities in the

optimization view; hence, if there is neither scope

for selection nor potential for positive selection, all

agents must be optimal.
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Fig. A1 Path diagram illustrating the causal link between genes and

fitness. The allele aj of a gene’s role-j social partner causally

determines (solid, single-headed arrow) the genic value gj of the

gene’s role-j social partner, and the genic value gj of the gene’s role-j

social partner is correlated (broken, double-headed arrow) with the

genic value g of the focal gene. The allele aj of a gene’s role-j social

partner also causally determines the phenotype pj of the gene’s role-j

social partner, and the phenotype pj of the gene’s role-j social

partner has a causal impact upon the personal fitness w of the focal

gene. True quantitative variables are shown in circles, and dummy

variables representing qualitative variables are shown in boxes.
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